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Abstract. In this article, amethod for implementing hy-
brid models, formulated as DEV&DESS, in the QSS based
simulator PowerDEVS is presented. PowerDEVS is actu-
ally a pure DEVS simulator. However, it is specialised for
simulating continuous Models (DESS) using QSS (Quan-
tized State System) to translate them into discrete event
models (DEVS). Therefore, it is perfectly suited for the
simulation of hybrid models (DEV&DESS). When design-
ing and simulating coupled DEVS models though, very
soon a lot of difficulties occur caused by concurrent
events and feedback loops. Hence, first some concepts
are introduced of how to implement an atomic DEVS in
a way that avoids those difficulties. Afterwards, an ap-
proach of how to implement an atomic DEV&DESS is in-
troduced which makes use of those concepts.

Introduction

The factor ‘costs for energy consumption’ is gaining

more and more importance in terms of production pro-

cess optimization. Since most of the time energy in-

tense processes in a production line are of continuous

nature a demand is rising for being able to formulate

those continuous aspects in addition to the usual dis-

crete logistical aspects in one simulateable model [1].

See [2] for preceding work on this issue.

Herbert Praehofer introduced DEV&DESS

(Discrete Event & Differential Equation System

Specification) [3] for the formal description of hybrid

systems. DEV&DESS is based on the two formalisms

DEVS and DESS invented by Bernard Zeigler [4]

for the description of discrete event systems and

continuous systems, respectively.

However, as digital computers work in a purely

discrete way, DESS models and therefore also

DEV&DESS models have to be discretised somehow

before they can be simulated on a digital computer. The

usual method is to apply an ODE solver onto the dif-

ferential equations describing the continuous model. A

rather new alternative is called QSS (Quantized State

System) [5] which is already mentioned in [4] as it

transforms the continuous model (DESS) into a discrete

event one (DEVS). Ernesto Kofman introduced a set of

advancements to QSS [6],[7],[8],[9], [10] which have

been implemented in PowerDEVS [11]. PowerDEVS

is a DEVS simulator that supports graphical block ori-

entated model description comparable to Simulink or

Dymola.

Although PowerDEVS is specially designed for im-

plementing continuous models in an discrete event

manner, so far there has been no way to directly imple-

ment a DEV&DESS. A formal method of how to embed

DEV&DESS in DEVS is presented in [12]. Based on

this work, a generic PowerDEVS DEV&DESS block is

developed.

However, creating and simulating coupled DEVS

models turns out to be quite difficult. This mainly is

owed to the various numbers of possible scenarios of

concurrent events that may occur during simulation and

that have to be considered when defining the DEVS

of each single block involved. To relieve the modeller

of these difficulties, a new PowerDEVS Atomic DEVS
block is introduced, based on the DEVS extension Par-
allel DEVS (P-DEVS, see [13]). The thereby devel-

oped methods for concurrency treatment are then also

utilized for the mentioned generic DEV&DESS block,

called Atomic DEV&DESS.
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1 Theoretical Background

1.1 DEVS

DEVS denotes a formalism for describing systems that

allow changes only at discrete points in time called

events. An atomic DEVS is specified by the following

7-tuple.

< X ,Y,S,δext ,δint ,λ , ta >

where

X . . . set of possible inputs(e.g. Rn)

Y . . . set of possible outputs(e.g. R+×N×R
m)

S . . . set of possible states(=state space)

Q = {(s,e)|s ∈ S,e ∈ [0, ta(s)]}
δext : Q×X → S . . . external state transition function

δint : S → S . . . internal state transition function

λ : S → Y . . . output function

ta : S → R
+
0 ∪∞ . . . time advance function

Figure 1 illustrates a DEVS graphically. It basically

consists of an inner state s that can be altered by the ex-

ternal and internal state transition functions which are

evaluated each time an external or an internal event oc-

curs. External events are triggered by arriving input

messages x, whereas internal events are triggered when

the current state s has not changed for the duration of

ta(s). On each internal event, right before δint is called,

the output function λ is evaluated which may result in

an output message y.

s ∈ S
e ∈ [0, ta(s)]x ∈ X y ∈ Y

s := δext(s, e, x) s := δint(s)

y := λ(s)

DEVS

e > ta(s)

tlastEv := t

e = t− tlastEv

tlastEv := t

Figure 1: Graphical illustration of an atomic DEVS.

As an atomic DEVS has input and output ports, it can

be coupled with other atomic DEVS resulting in a cou-
pled DEVS whose behaviour again can be described

by an atomic DEVS (see closure under coupling prop-

erty in [4]). Figure 2 illustrates some possible coupling

schemes of atomic and coupled DEVS.

atomic atomic

atomic

atomic

�

non-atomic

atomic

non-atomic

atomic

Figure 2: Coupling scheme of DEVS blocks.

Two types of DEVS can be distinguished:

Definition 1.1 Mealy Type DEVS
A DEVS is called Mealy Type DEVS or of Type Mealy,
if there exists an internal state s and an external input
x in such a way that ta(δext(s,x)) = 0. Thus, a model
described by a mealy type DEVS may produce an output
as immediate response to an input.

Definition 1.2 Moore Type DEVS
A DEVS is called Moore Type DEVS or of Type

Moore, if it is not of type mealy.

1.2 DEV&DESS

DEV&DESS formalism is a composition of DEVS and

DESS and therefore capable of describing hybrid sys-

tems. An atomic DEV&DESS can be described by the

following 11-tuple:

<Xdiscr,Xcont ,Y discr,Y cont ,S,δext ,Cint ,δint ,λ discr, f ,λ cont >

where

Xdiscr,Y discr . . . set of discrete inputs and outputs

Xcont ,Y cont . . . set of continuous inputs and outputs

S = Sdiscr ×Scont . . . set of states(=state space)

Q = {(sdiscr,scont ,e) |sdiscr ∈ Sdiscr,scont ∈ Scont ,e ∈ R
+
0 }

δext : Q×Xcont ×Xdiscr → S . . .external transition fct.

δint : Q×Xcont → S . . . internal transition function

λ discr : Q×Xcont → Y discr . . .discrete output function

λ cont : Q×Xcont → Y cont . . .continuous output function

f : Q×Xcont → Scont . . . rate of change function

Cint : Q×Xcont →{true, f alse} . . . event condition fct.

As it can be seen, apart from ta, each component of an

atomic DEVS is recurring in an atomic DEV&DESS.

Additionally there are the right side of the ODE f
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and the continuous output function λ cont describing the

DESS part. The state event condition function Cint
though, is new. It is responsible for triggering inter-

nal events in the DEV&DESS and therefore replaces

ta. However, Cint does not only trigger time events, but

also state events, i.e. events caused by the internal state

q reaching some specific value. Nevertheless, both time

and state events result in an execution of δint .

Figure 3 shows a graphical illustration of an atomic

DEV&DESS. As well as DEVS also DEV&DESS is

closed under coupling. However, continuous output

ports cannot be coupled arbitrary to discrete input ports,

but only if their output value is guaranteed to be piece-

wise constant. See [4] for more details about that and

about DEVS and DEV&DESS in general.

2 DEVS Simulation in
PowerDEVS

In PowerDEVS a DEVS of an atomic block con-

sists of the specification of the six C++ func-

tions: init(t,parameters), ta(t), dint(t),

dext(x,t), lambda(t) and exit(). These func-

tions are member functions of a C++ class describing

the block. Thus, state variables, block parameters and

auxiliary variables are defined as member variables of

that class making them accessible in all the member

functions.

These member functions are called by the Pow-

erDEVS simulation engine whenever their execution is

necessary to calculate the models dynamic behaviour.

The function init(t,parameters) is called right

before the actual simulation is started and can be used

to initialise the system’s state and to read block param-

eter values that have been entered by the modeller using

PowerDEVS graphical user interface and the block’s

Parameters Dialogue. The function exit() is called

after the simulation is finished and thus, can be used for

example to free allocated memory.

The other methods represent the corresponding

functions of the DEVS formalism. In case of an internal

event they are executed in the following order:

1. call of lambda(t)

2. e = t - tl

3. call of dint(t)

4. tl = t

5. call of ta(t): tn = t + ta(t)

where tl denotes the time of the last event, and tn
the time of the next event in the corresponding DEVS.

In case of an external event they are executed in the

following order:

1. e = t - tl

2. call of dext(x, t)

3. tl = t

4. call of ta(t): tn = t + ta(t)

In coupled DEVS the so-called Select function, a kind

of priority ranking of the involved blocks, selects which

DEVS is allowed to execute its internal transition func-

tion first, when several of them are scheduled simul-

taneously. In PowerDEVS the Select function is im-

plemented as a list in which all blocks occurring in a

coupling are sorted descending according their prior-

ity in case of concurrent internal events. However, if

a block produces an output message, the external tran-

sition function at the receiving block is always executed

immediately, independent of its priority.

3 Problems with DEVS and
Solution Approaches

3.1 Problem identification

The definition of an atomic DEVS behaving exactly as

intended in every possible situation of concurrent in-

put messages at different input ports turns out to be

quite challenging. The Select function regulating the

resolution of such concurrencies is part of the coupling

but nevertheless influences the behaviour of an atomic

DEVS in such situations and therefore, it is hard to

consider when formulating the atomic DEVS. For ex-

ample, if an atomic DEVS with the current internal

state s receives the input messages x1 at its input port

one and x2 at its input port two at the same instant

of simulation time, it depends on the Select function

whether its new state calculates as δext(δext(s,x2),x1) or

as δext(δext(s,x1),x2). Even more, if the block is of type

Mealy, it may depend on the Select function if an output

message is produced in reaction to the input messages

or not.

Therefore, to define a DEVS in a rigorous way, it

is necessary to consider each possible set of concurrent

input messages and moreover, every possible treatment

order.
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Figure 3: Graphical illustration of an atomic DEV&DESS.

3.2 Parallel DEVS approach

The DEVS extension Parallel DEVS counters the prob-

lems mentioned in section 3.1 by collecting all input

messages in so called bags before treating them all at

once in one single call of δext . If at the same time also

an internal event is triggered, a so called confluent tran-
sition function δcon f : Q×X → S is applied instead of

δext .

The idea is to first calculate λ of each immanent

block, i.e. of each block experiencing an internal tran-

sition at the current simulation time, before calculating

δint or δcon f of any of them. However, due to blocks

of type Mealy and due to feedbacks in the coupling it

may be necessary to recalculate λ if the set of arrived

input messages of the corresponding block has changed

after its former calculation. Therefore, the determina-

tion of a stable set of input messages for each block is

an iterative process. It even is possible that finally the

stable set of input messages is empty although having

not been empty in former iteration which makes it nec-

essary to undo the state changes that may have been

accomplished by a call of δext .

If a coupled model contains an algebraic loop, it

may not be possible to determine a stable set of input

messages for each block in a finite number of iterations.

Such models are called illegitimate.

3.3 DEVS approach in PowerDEVS

As in Parallel DEVS the execution of λ is decoupled

from the succeeding execution of the δ function, P-

DEVS works with a simulation engine different to the

one used for DEVS. PowerDEVS does not support Par-

allel DEVS simulation. Nevertheless, it is possible to

implement P-DEVS functionality in PowerDEVS.

For this purpose, three mechanisms have to be in-

stalled. The first one addresses the gathering of concur-

rent input messages in a set x (bold letters denote sets).

In order to do that the internal state of the DEVS is ex-

tended by an input buffer representing x and the external

transition function only is allowed to change the input

buffer (by storing arriving messages with their arrival

time in it). The actual state change caused by the ex-

ternal event is shifted into the internal transition which

is executed every time the input buffer has been modi-

fied. Thus, it is made sure that all input messages com-

ing from blocks with higher priority are gathered in x
before they are treated. However, due to feedback cou-

plings it cannot be avoided that some input messages

origin from blocks with lower priority. This problem is

addressed by the second mechanism.

The second mechanism consists of a backing up

of the state s of the DEVS every time the first event

at the current simulation time is triggered. In Pow-

erDEVS this can be identified by tl<t. The δ func-

tions (δint , δext , δcon f ) are then using the backup sold
instead of s to calculate a new state. Therefore, if x is

changed after one of the δ functions has already been

evaluated it simply is re-evaluated: s = δ (sold ,x). As

every calculation of δ is preceded by a calculation of

λ though, it may occur that formerly output messages

have been produced at output ports where finally no

output messages are to be sent. However, these output

messages have already altered the set x of its receiving

blocks. These alterations have to be withdrawn some-

how. This is what the third mechanism is dedicated to.

Like x also the set of output messages y is iteratively

changing and hopefully finally stabilising. Thus, also

for the output messages an output buffer is installed as

part of the state of the DEVS. Each calculated output
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message is stored in it at the corresponding output port

with its time of last change and with an ’already sent -

flag’. So if λ is recalculated and there exists an entry in

the output buffer that has been already sent at the cur-

rent simulation time but is not marked to be resent (as

it is not included in the result of λ anymore) a retrieve
message is sent instead informing the receiving block to

ignore the formerly received message and to recalculate

its own λ and δ function.

4 Atomic PDEVS Block
The created Atomic PDEVS PowerDEVS library block

is intended to overcome the problems mentioned in sec-

tion 3.1 by implementing the three mechanisms dis-

cussed in section 3.3. In the following, its working

principle is expressed in form of a description of the

content of the C++ functions corresponding to δext , ta,

λ , and δint . Of course, a complete description of each

detail that need to be considered when programming the

Atomic DEVS block would go beyond the scope of this

article.

1. dext(x,t):

• If tl<t set sold = s, σn = σ − e,

σn,old = σn and flag=’n’ but if

additionally σn = 0 set flag=’i’.

• If x is a retrieve message, remove the

corresponding entry from x, set σ = 0

and if x = /0 set flag=’n’.

Else, if x differs from the last reception at

the same port in value or in arrival time,

modify x accordingly and set σ = 0 and

update flag: ’n’�→’e’, ’i’�→’c’.

2. ta(t):

Return σ .

3. lambda(t):

• If tl<t set sold = s and flag=’i’

• If there is no pending output message,

calculate y = λ (sold ,x), and add retrieve

messages to y.

• If there are pending output messages left in

y, output one of them.

4. dint(t):

If there are no pending output messages left and

no new inputs arrived during outputting y:

• if flag=’i’ calc. [s,σn] = δint(sold).

• if flag=’e’ calc. [s,σn] = δext(sold ,x).

• if flag=’c’ calc. [s,σn] = δcon f (sold ,x).
• if flag=’n’ set [s,σn] = [sold ,σn,old ].

• set σ = σn.

The variable flag is used to identify the type of event

and therefore, which particular δ function is to be used

for calculating the new state. The message retrieving

mechanism though, only works if all blocks involved in

a coupling implement it.

5 Atomic DEV&DESS Block
Based on the Atomic PDEVS block, an Atomic
DEV&DESS PowerDEVS library block is developed.

5.1 Structure

The structure of the DEV&DESS embedded in Pow-

erDEVS is depicted in Figure 4. The idea is to divide

a DEV&DESS into a continuous (DESS) part that can

be implemented graphically as block diagram and into a

discrete part that can be implemented as atomic PDEVS

block. For this purpose the function Cint is also divided

into two parts: one for detecting state events (Cse
int) and

one for scheduling time events (Cte
int). The first one is a

component of the continuous part and the second one is

included in the atomic PDEVS definition.

The continuous part consists of λ cont , f , an integra-

tor
∫

, and of Cint . The discrete part, responsible for the

implementation of δext , δint , λ discr, and Cte
int is realized

as one single DEVS referred to as main block. The pri-

ority list of the coupling in Figure 4 is as follows: f ,
∫

,

Cse
int , main block, λ cont .

5.2 QSS signals

All continuous signals in DEV&DESS are described as

QSS signals in PowerDEVS. That is, they are described

as piecewise polynomial functions with jump disconti-

nuities at the merging points of two polynomials which

are smaller than a requested constant called quantum
q. The polynomials represent the Taylor polynomials

of the continuous signal with the expansion point at the

discontinuities. Every time the difference between the

current Taylor polynomial and the continuous signal or

between Taylor polynomial and a Taylor approximation

of higher order becomes equal to q, the expansion point

is advanced in time and the coefficients of the new poly-

nomial are sent as DEVS message. In this way, a con-

tinuous signal can be described in a discrete event man-
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f(sc, sd, e, xc)

Cse
int(s

c, sd, e, xc)

�

�

�

∫

r

sc

scold

sdold

sd

λcont

xc

xd

xse

sc

yd

yxc

sd

ysc

yr

DEVS: main block

DESS

� �

�

Figure 4: Graphical illustration of the construction of a DEV&DESS in PowerDEVS.

ner. As in DESS piecewise continuous signals are al-

lowed, jump discontinuities bigger than q may appear

as well. Anyway, they are not caused by the signal dis-

cretisation but have already existed before.

5.3 State Events

Using QSS, state events, triggered by the continuous

state reaching a specific value, simply can be calculated

as the points in time when the current polynomial signal

representation reaches the specified value. Thus, state

events are transformed into time events.

All the signal lines in Figure 4 may transmit vecto-

rial signals. However, in PowerDEVS vectorial signals

are not sent at once but index by index resulting in tem-

porally non-valid signals during the time after the first

changed index is sent and before the last changed index

is sent. This in turn may lead to state events wrongly

indicated by Cse
int .

Further there is the case in which a state transition in

the main block leads to a state that immediately triggers

a state event. This case is declared to be prohibited.

That is, the DEV&DESS is not allowed to define state

transitions leading immediately to a state event.

5.4 Main Block

As the main block calculates δext and δint it has to ad-

minister the entire state of the system consisting of a

discrete part sd and of a continuous part sc. However, in

between two state transitions in the main block sc may

change due to Taylor polynomial expansion point ad-

vancement triggered by the integrator. Therefore, the

third input port of the main block is coupled to the inte-

grator’s output port. The input buffer of that port is si-

multaneously used as storage for the continuous state sc

itself. The same holds for sd and the output buffer of the

second output port. The fourth input port of the main

block receives the result of the calculation of Cse
int and

thus, input messages at this port trigger internal transi-

tions.

f , Cse
int , and λ cont depend on the continuous input

signal xc. However, they are not coupled directly to it

but indirectly through the main block. This is to not

forward each single, maybe even only temporary in-

dex change in xc immediately to the continuous part.

Instead the whole new xc is forwarded just before the

main block calculates one of the δ functions as it has to

evaluate Cse
int before to being able to decide which one.
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In the following, the working principle of the main

block is expressed in form of a description of the con-

tent of the C++ functions corresponding to δext , ta, λ ,

and δint .

1. dext(x,t):
If tl<t set sold = s, σn = σ − e, σn,old = σn,

phase=’g’ and flag=’n’,

if additionally σn = 0 set flag=’i’.

If input at port:

• xd : add/remove x to/from xd.

update flag:

if x = /0 ’e’�→’n’, ’c’�→’i’
otherwise, ’n’�→’e’, ’i’�→’c’

• xc: add/remove x to/from xc.

• sc: add change in sc to ysc.

if phase=’g’, apply change in sc to sc
old

• xse: add x to xse

If any input buffer changed, set σ = 0.

2. ta(t):

Return σ .

3. lambda(t):

If tl<t set sold = s, σn = σ − e, σn,old = σn,

phase=’l’ and flag=’i’
if phase=

’g’ Set phase=’c’.

’c’ If xc changed, or s �= sold , forward xc to

yxc, set sd = sd
old and yr = sc

old .

Further set phase=’r’.

Else set phase=’C’.

’r’ If there is a pending output left in y,

set xse = /0 and output next message.

Else, set phase=’C’.

’C’ If xse �= /0, update flag: ’n’�→’I’,

’e’ �→’C’
phase=’l’

’l’ if flag=’i’|’I’:

calc. [sd ,sc,σn] = δint(sd
old ,s

c
old ,x

c),
and yd = λ discr(sd

old ,s
c
old ,e,x

c).
if flag=’e’:

calc. [sd ,sc,σn] = δext(sd
old ,s

c
old ,e,x

c,xd),
and yd = λ discr(sd

old ,s
c
old ,e,x

c).
if flag=’c’|’C’:

calc. [sd ,sc,σn] = δcon f (sd
old ,s

c
old ,e,x

c,xd),
and yd = λ discr(sd

old ,s
c
old ,e,x

c).
Add retrieve messages to yd.

Add each change in sc to yr.

Set phase=’o’.

’o’ if unsent element of yr left, send it.

Else, if sc changed, update ysc.

Else, if unsent element of yd left, send it.

Else, if unsent change of sd left, send it.

Else, if unsent element of ysc left, send it.

4. dint(t):

If now pending output is left and there are no

new input messages at input ports xd and xc,

set σ = σn.

As the new state is part of the output of the main block

the order in which λ and δ are calculated is reversed

here. This is why δ is now calculated in the C++ func-

tion lambda instead of in dint.

Since each time before δ and λ are calculated, Cse
int

has to be evaluated, there are several different phases in

lambda to be distinguished. This is what the variable

phase is for.

Although the description above is quite elaborate, it

still does not cover every detail of the complete source

code of the Atomic DEV&DESS block. However, the

basic principles are included.

6 Conclusion

With the ever growing computational power of modern

computers also the possibilities to simulate more and

more extensive and complex models increase. How-

ever, when including more and more details into a

model, very soon a point is reached where pure dis-

crete or pure continuous models do not suffice anymore.

Production process models which include energy con-

sumption behaviour provide an example for this trend.

As a consequence the formulation and simulation of

hybrid models is demanded. Concerning the formula-

tion, DEV&DESS seems to be quite powerful. So far

though, it lacks a simulator able to rigorously imple-

ment and simulate a DEV&DESS. An approach to im-

plement DEV&DESS in PowerDEVS has been demon-

strated in this paper. As the correct definition of coupled

DEVS models is quite challenging, additionally a way

of how to implement models in PowerDEVS similar

to Parallel DEVS has been introduced. However, pro-

found theoretical investigations and a formal proof of

the correctness of the presented approaches are works

that still need to be done.
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